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The Problem With Business 
Processes 
Processes Are Created or Iterated by 
People Who Aren’t Affected by Them

One of the most frustrating things a worker 
can face is to be bound by a poor process they 
have no control over, created by someone who 
is not impacted by the process. Often, they are 
created with the best of intentions, but because 
the person designing the process does not have a 
front line perspective to how it is implemented, 
they’re unable to see the negative impacts of the 
process, or they miss simple ways it could be 
improved. 

Additionally, the farther away the process creator 
is from the process, the less of a detailed view 
they have of the impact they’re creating. This is 
the reason so-called Ivory Tower processes often 
have the most negative effect on your front line 
— senior leadership frequently has a 30,000 foot 
view of the business, while a front line worker 
is in the trenches, living under the process that 
was created. When the process is created and 
implemented without a detailed understanding of 
the impact from the very beginning, it can have 
a long lasting effect due to process inertia, the 
phenomenon by which things continue to be done 
a certain way because they always have been. 
Processes have a first-to-market property. Once 
a process is implemented, it takes more work to 
change it than it did to set it up in the first place. 

A mid-level manager shared her frustration with 
this effect:

“The biggest overall struggle seems to lie with 
creating new processes and implementing them. 
There’s always a mindset of ‘it’s been this way 
forever.’ To institute a change, you have to 
follow the red tape and constantly fight back 
against that mentality. Hence, taking an entire 
year to implement a new start date to provide 
better information flow, and the same year time 
frame to convince someone to literally uncheck 
a box in our system.”

When the person who created a process is not 
affected by it, they’re often unable to read the 
frustration and lowered morale of the people 
who are impacted by it. Because of this, they’re 
often not able to effectively quantify the negative 
impact to morale, or lowered margins and 
decreased efficiency, unless they have other 
measuring systems in place which may show 
that there’s a problem. What’s more, because of 
process inertia, and that slow recognition of the 
human level impact of a bad process, companies 
may be losing both talent and money for years at 
a time before the process is improved. 

Workers also run into a lack of empowerment 
when trying to make suggestions to improve 
processes they are affected by. Maria, an 
Operations Specialist at a tech startup, ran into 
exactly this wall:
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“I was working at a tech startup who said they 
liked when people took initiative. But, when you 
made a suggestion, they would say it sounded 
great and start scheduling meetings around the 
input, and you’d talk about it, but then they’d 
need someone else’s input. It would turn into 
meeting after meeting trying to get input from 
everyone in the entire organization. What I 
learned from that is that sometimes people 
need to be empowered to make those decisions; 
when you’re trying to get everyone’s input on 
everything, it just creates a mess, and a lack of 
progress, since you have to go through so many 
people trying to get one thing done. 

It slowed down the company, because the 
officers refused to give up any bit of control. 
Nothing ever got done. Anything new, anything 
different, would never get through because 
nobody could make a decision without going 
through the entire leadership team. I ended up 
losing motivation and leaving the company.”

Now, this isn’t to say that senior leadership 
should never create processes within an 
organization — often, they’re the only ones 
empowered to do so. But, if they haven’t taken the 
steps necessary to have a street level view of the 
process they’re architecting, they’re more likely to 
create inefficiency and resentment than improve 
internal workflows.

Processes Are Created or Enforced for the 
Wrong Reasons

Look around at the processes in your business. 
Can you remember why they were created in 
the first place? Processes in general should be 

created for one of three reasons: to standardize 
how something is done, to increase efficiency, and 
to improve measurability and accountability in 
your core business life cycle. Too often, however, 
processes are created for the wrong reasons. How 
many times have you seen one of the following 
scenarios?

Far too often, processes intended to make the 
company more productive have the opposite 
effect, choking out innovation and efficiency in an 
organization because they’re either implemented 
to benefit a small group or single person, or 
because they’re so concrete that they kill organic 

A manager is tasked with 
overseeing a team normally 
outside of their department, and 
insists that the new team follow 
the same reporting processes 
as their core team to make it 
easier for her to keep track of, 
regardless of the impact to the 
new team.

A micromanager requires 
granular documentation of 
daily tasks regardless of the 
cost to efficiency, and without 
any substantive improvement 
to show for it.

 An employee is going above 
and beyond the call of duty, but 
because the work they’re doing 
goes outside of process, they’re 
reprimanded for it, and told to 
stay in their lane.
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improvements which arise naturally from within 
your team. Worse still, middle management 
may focus on the requirements of the process so 
aggressively that they lose sight of the goal of the 
process. 

In the early 2000’s, I worked at a large healthcare 
software provider implementing insurance claim 
transmission for medical practices. One of the 
requirements in the implementation process was 
to reach out to the doctor after claims had been 
sent to verify they had received their transactions 
reports back, which could take a couple of days. 
The problem with that process was that doctors 
are very busy, and a process that should have 
been wrapped up in 72 hours would stretch 
on for weeks trying to get confirmation from 
someone who didn’t have time to get on the 
phone with you. 

I realized that since we had direct access to the 
reports in their system, we could log in directly 
and personally confirm the reports had been 
received in the system. A process had been 
created around customer recognition of that 
fact, when all that was really important was 
verifying that the process had worked correctly. 
My workaround was so much more efficient that 
it skewed the bell curve for the rest of the people 
working in my department. 

Bad processes are also created as a way to reduce 
liability for upper management. Paul, a Plant 
Supervisor for a manufacturing firm, finds that 
processes are often used as insulation against 
accountability by those above him:

“I find that most QMS/ISO 9000 type procedures 
are there not because the process is the most 
efficient way of getting things done, but because 
the procedure allows blame to be placed when 
something goes wrong. People generally want 
to get things done, but rarely have the resources 
— mostly time or personnel — to follow these 
onerous processes, so they do what makes more 
sense. People higher up the chain generally 
turn a blind eye towards these go arounds until 
there’s a problem, then they can blame not 
following procedures for the problems. 

When procedures are followed, lack of 
productivity due to the onerous procedures is 
blamed on the employee as well. So, you have 
employees who work in the most effective way 
possible to get things done with the resources 
they have, but when there’s a problem, the 
employee not following the procedure can 
be blamed. When procedures are followed, 
the lower productivity can be blamed on the 
employee as well. It’s a great way to push 
culpability downhill.”

Great leaps can occur when the people affected 
by a process are empowered to adjust them as 
needed. Humans are fundamentally problem 
solvers, and the best problem solvers are lazy. 
They want to do the minimum amount of 
work, while meeting the requirement. When 
processes are created for the wrong reasons, 
problem solvers rebel against them. And, when 
processes are so intransigent that efforts to 
improve them meet a brick wall, problem solvers 
stop trying, or begin looking for employment 
elsewhere. Businesses lose out on free efficiency 
improvements every day by not empowering the 
problem solvers in their organization to improve 
the business at large.

Processes Are Layered Instead of Fixed

The only thing worse than a bad process is 
another bad process added on top of it intended 
to fix the first one. Bryan, a programmer in an 
enterprise level software company, reports the 
following scenario:

“Rather than hold people accountable for 
errors, we like to add in additional checks 
further down the production line. If X 
department either forgets or fails to do Y, our 
answer is to make Z department check that Y 
is done before starting their process. We ignore 
the cause in favor of a net of redundant checks.”

Layered processes occur when either internal 
business analysis is focused on the wrong stage 
of production, or when there is no will internally 
to address the actual source of the process 
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flaw. This often occurs in environments where 
internal politics mean that a favored team is 
given leniency for shortcomings that other teams 
then have to make up for, or when the manager 
of one group does not have authority to address 
process shortcomings in another group. They are 
typically redundant processes, meant to resolve a 
QA problem or a lack of documentation, but only 
add busy work to the process without any real 
improvement in overall efficiency.

The worst part about layered processes is 
that they accumulate. When poor business 
intelligence or poor process management leads to 
a layer being added onto the process in place, it 
tends to further obscure the original issue. Follow 
up attempts to improve the process will often 
create additional layers, worsening the problem. 
And, because each of the processes being added 
may use different metrics or measuring systems 
to determine their efficacy, it gets harder and 
harder to dig down to the root process to fix the 
original problem. 

Additionally, this adds to the problem outlined 
in the previous chapter: the more layers of 
process there are, the easier it is for management 
to use those processes as insulation against 
accountability. Francis, a healthcare provider, 
doubts that the intention of many quality 
processes are to actually improve quality at all:

“As someone who works in the health sector, we 
groan under the incredible weight of so-called 
QMSs (quality measurement systems), which, in 
my experience have little to do with delivering 
quality and are, in fact, all about shoving 
liability somewhere else when something goes 
wrong.

You finish up with gargantuan process 
documentation structures which consume 
increasing amounts of time for professionals 
trying to actually do real work. And, the 
prescribed process procedures become ever more 
complex and ever less descriptive of reality. The 
handbooks and protocols exist and are serviced 
in their own fantasy worlds, whose encounters 

with reality become increasingly coincidental. So, 
what’s worse? Something that was done but not 
documented, or something that was documented 
but not done?”

When the focus of the organization shifts 
from improving quality to enforcing process, 
innovation, creativity, and motivation are lost 
under the weight of the process layers. 

Processes Are Not Updating With 
Improved Technology

The larger an organization becomes,  
the more it develops process inertia. 

Nowhere is this more apparent than in 
organizations whose technologies have updated 
over time, but who still apply analog process 
thinking to what are now digital processes. 

As a Chief Digital Officer, it is my responsibility 
to plan and implement digital transformation 
strategies across an organization, and yet 
I’ve seen countless instances where, despite the 
clear benefit of a shift to a purely digital process, 
managers implement digital tools and use them 
to mirror analog workflows. Worse, because 
organizations can be so slow to adopt emerging 
technologies, they may take years to implement 
updated solutions which would radically improve 
existing workflows, costing them thousands of 
hours of productivity and millions of dollars 
along the way.

Nowhere is this more obvious than in the 
movement of data within an organization. While 
various compliance factors — including HIPAA, 
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TItle IX, CMS marketing restrictions, etc. — may 
mandate strict security protocols around data 
movement within a system, even the most 
regulated businesses see a clear and obvious 
benefit to having their internal data transactions 
be structured in a discrete format which allows 
for information-driven process automation. 

With the ability to create real-time dynamic 
dashboards, complex conditional automated 
sales funnels, and predictive alerting systems 
triggered by mission critical KPIs, the ability of an 
organization to deploy sophisticated and elegant 
automation solutions is fundamentally tied to 
how processable your internal data is. The more 
key internal data fits into structured formats, the 
more a process can be automated using the most 
up-to-date technology solutions.

Given that, when you see organizational data 
being passed around in a format which does 
not allow for easy inclusion in the corporate 
data stack — including PDF based estimates 
and invoices, lead data or order data being 
passed around via email, etc. — you’re seeing 
unstructured information in your organization 
which relies on human interaction to quantify. 
This is unlikely to be included in operational 
strategy. 

Another common example of not using 
technology to improve processes is the lack of 
adoption of electronic signatures. The Electronic 
Signatures Act of 2000 made e-signatures carry 
the same weight as ink signatures in a court of 
law, yet two decades later, many organizations 
are still issuing paper contracts or invoices for an 
ink based signature. 

This creates the need for physical document 
storage and organization, and either siloing 
contract data, or worse, creating an additional 
process where a human needs to type that data 
into another system. Any process involving 
data which does not seek to digitize that data 
collection will inevitably hurt efficiency by 
increasing errors in translation, and stifling 
automation.

Processes Aren’t Aligned With the Systems 
Used to Manage Them

For business management systems to work 
smoothly with your internal processes, the 
software platform must be closely aligned with 
how your processes work. Unfortunately, many 
systems are anything but flexible when it comes 
to aligning them with internal processes. 

In fact, when I began researching how people 
were managing internal processes, the horror 
stories around bad software implementations 
began pouring in. One of the worst was from 
Tyler, a Film Commissioner in charge of 
permitting and compliance:

“I work in government; inefficient processes 
are their specialty. For example, a local 
municipality uses a certain program to submit, 
track, and process certain types of permits 
ranging from cafe licenses, valet cuts, to in-
depth infrastructure excavation. The program 
was never intended to be used in this way, but 
somewhere along the line, the municipality 
was convinced to invest in this technology 
and then spent an untold amount of effort and 
time to shoehorn their actual needs within the 
architecture of this program. 

Because the program is so unwieldy it’s not 
something that can easily be touched or 
updated, so as new permitting needs have come 
to their attention, like film shoots, they have 
been unable to respond effectively. The solution? 
Forcing the new permits and industries to work 
through the system process as if they were a 
different business or need altogether. Example, 
if a film shoot needs to close a sidewalk, instead 
of there being a specific track for that, they have 
to submit as if they were a contractor looking to 
excavate a road. 

The terminology is so outlandish for someone 
working in film, it’s impossible to make heads 
or tails of what they are asking for. It’s so 
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impossible, I had to come up with an alternative 
solution, where I now have to apply for the 
permits on the production’s behalf because I 
have enough knowledge of the system to muddle 
through it. I then have to personally reach out 
to the correct department with the assigned 
permit number to let them know 1) its a film 
shoot, 2) they are not digging up the road, thus 
not needing an inspection from an engineer, and 
3) the lengthy specifics of the shoot that aren’t 
captured in the original permit because its 
asking questions unrelated to film shoots. 

Instead of streamlining the process as intended, 
it created the need for multiple middlemen that 
exacerbates the problem.”

Misaligned processes and platforms can occur 
from the other direction as well; sometimes, 
companies create complex internal processes 
instead of following more streamlined industry 
standards, and when they purchase common 
software to manage those processes, they end up 
spending extravagant amounts of both time and 
money trying to get the software to bend to their 
process, instead of evaluating if their process 
would benefit from simplifying towards the 
standard. 

Michael, a healthcare technology executive, has 
seen this happen too many times:

“I could write a book on this subject. Companies 
all think they are special and unique, therefore 
they put processes and customizations to COTS 
(commercial off-the-shelf software) that do not 
work or complicate the flow of work. Then, 
when it doesn’t get the result they are targeting, 
they blame the COTS. Project Portfolio 
Management (PPM) is a perfect example of this. 
When used out-of-the-box, and good enough 
process and configuration is applied, it actually 
works.”

When either a good process is hamstrung by bad 
software, or good software is bent around an 
overcomplicated process, the end result will be 

not just inefficiency, but the kind of frustration 
that results in your talent walking out the door. 

Processes Aren’t Documented in Any 
Meaningful Way

When a new employee joins your company, how 
are they taught the processes which govern their 
responsibilities as a team member? For many 
companies, that answer falls into one of two 
categories:

1. The employee will shadow other employees,  
 watch how they perform their duties, and  
 take notes for themself. 

2. A few individual employees will have  
 standalone documents that they share  
 upon request. 

Even in places which do document their 
processes, there’s no authoritative source on a 
process, often relying on shared drives and other 
file repository systems to host the documents 
without any system to validate or version control 
them. What’s more, for every formal process that 
is actually documented within an organization, 
there are an equal amount of informal processes 
which are neither documented or even well 
understood. They are an accumulation of 
shortcuts individual workers have created over 
time which often may contradict existing process 
documentation. 

What’s really notable is that the benefits of good 
process documentation are significant:

Consistency – mistakes are reduced and less time 
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is spent reinventing the wheel

Reduce operational costs – through process 
documentation, inefficient processes are 
uncovered and revamped, and repetitive 
processes are automated to maximize efficiency

Mitigate risk – the ability to prove that 
operations meet compliance regulations reduces 
the costly risk of noncompliance

Heighten employee engagement – as employees 
document processes and tackle problems, they 
begin to take ownership

Simplify training – process documentation 
should yield a user-friendly guide for employees 
down the road

Stress-free outsourcing – when processes are 
well-defined, it’s easy to bring on remote workers 
without sacrificing consistency

Retain process knowledge – process knowledge 
is not lost in the face of unexpected employee 
absences or turnover

Patents and trade secrets – both require process 
documentation for filing and defense.

So, when do companies often forego this 
critical component? Generally, it’s for the same 
reasons companies accrue technical debt: 
limited time and resources to devote to creating 
documentation, and an inability to quantify and 
measure ROI for the time spent maintaining that 
library. Both of those reasons point to a bigger 
problem, something that needs to be addressed 
at the same time as you begin to examine 
your process engineering — a lack of business 
intelligence.

What is a Self-Healing Process?

The Self-Healing Process takes its name from 
self-healing materials, which are artificial or 
synthetically-created substances which have the 
built-in ability to automatically repair damage to 
themselves without any external diagnosis of the 
problem or human intervention. 

For example, Ancient Romans used a self-healing 
lime mortar when constructing their buildings 
and roads. By mixing volcanic ash, quicklime, and 
water, they created a material which as it slowly 
cures over time, transformed the lime into a form 
of calcium aluminosilicate crystal which would 
grow to fill the cracks created by use and erosion. 
Because the material used was self healing, 
Roman ruins have remained in remarkably good 
condition for 1900 years. 

Self-healing processes similarly have a built-in 
ability to automatically improve and increase 
efficiency without external analysis, and in 
many cases, without senior management or 
executive intervention. When you empower 
your employees to use their intimate knowledge 
of day-to-day operations in their sphere and 
their innate desire for their daily work to be 
more efficient, you get human systems which 
iteratively improve in small ways daily, resulting 
in huge increases in efficiency over time.

A self-healing process has four key traits:

By evaluating every process in your company for 
those four traits, you’ll quickly be able to identify 

Its architecture is scoped to the 
people affected by it.

It is continually measured for 
effectiveness and necessity.

It is shaped in alignment with 
the systems that support it.

It evolves with technology.
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where process engineering improvements can be 
implemented. Let’s explore each one.

Its Architecture Is Scoped to the People 
Affected by It

As we saw in many of the examples listed above, 
processes are often created by people completely 
unaffected in any meaningful way by the 
outcome. While they may see some variance in 
general productivity or profit margin numbers, 
they don’t see the frustration, the drop in morale, 
and other negative effects of bad processes 
which occur in real time. Fortunately, every 
organization has people who do see that — the 
people who are working within that process. 
By narrowing the scope of who creates and 
maintains a process to those affected by it, you 
get real-time adjustment to daily production 
factors which you likely never see at all.

Here’s how that works in practice:

1. If a process only affects a single person in  
 the organization, that person should be able  
 to freely alter the process at will as long as  
 the output to the company is the same or  
 better. We’ll call that improvement power. 

2. If a process affects an entire team, that team, 
 along with their lead, should have  
 improvement power. 

3. If a process affects multiple teams or  
 departments, a coalition with improvement  
 power should be formed between the teams,  
 and get buy-in from all affected parties  
 towards process improvement.

4. If a process truly affects everyone in  
 the company, then the Senior executive  
 over that process area should drive the   
 process improvement with buy-in from   
 key representatives of each of the  
 departments affected. However, very few  
 processes truly affect everyone. This  
 situation is only common in a few areas,  
 including company security policies, and  
 facility policies.

Affected by a process doesn’t mean in a general 
sense of: this happens in the company and has 
some sort of impact. It specifically refers to 
people who must use that process in their daily 
duties. It’s also critically important to separate 
ego from improvement in this process. Senior 
management may be tempted to contribute to the 
improvement process while not being affected 
by it, which is counterproductive. If you’re not 
working under the process, or not directly held 
accountable for the output of the process, let 
those who are take the lead.

It Is Continually Measured for 
Effectiveness and Necessity

There’s an old saying in the science field: If 
you can’t measure it, it doesn’t exist. To even 
begin making improvements to processes in 
your organization, you have to have a baseline 
understanding of the current output of that 
process which includes both its cost, and its 
impact on time to delivery. This is where both 
documentation and good internal business 
intelligence become critical. You should have both 
operational dashboards that track key metrics 
across production, and you should be able to 
reference related process documentation to 
evaluate how effective that process is. 

Once both of those are in place, continuous 
measurement must occur in two ways:

Data Measurement: 

When a process improvement is implemented, 
measure its impact on all of the key metrics 
relevant to that process. Does it improve time to 
delivery? Does it increase net margin? Does it 
reduce backlog? 
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Human Measurement: 

Is the team enthusiastic about the change? Has 
it improved morale? Has it reduced errors, 
failures, or injuries in production? Does the 
process appear to be redundant in a way that’s 
not valuable? It’s important to have ongoing 
conversations with your production team about 
these impacts.

When continuous measurement becomes a 
management habit, improvements to business 
processes get closer to happening in real time.

It Is Shaped in Alignment With the 
Systems That Support It

If any of the following are true, you likely have 
opportunities to improve processes by shaping 
more in alignment with the systems you are using 
to manage your business:

• You constantly require development  
 resources to make changes or additions to  
 your software to better support your process

• You end up using fields in your software for  
 something other than its intended purpose —  
 for instance, using a field for tracking  
 numbers to store order IDs, or a customer  
 notes field for order notes

• The naming conventions of your application  
 are clearly intended for a different industry  
 or business purpose, and you have to train  
 your people to ignore the labels, and use  
 them for your own purposes 

There are two paths that need to be evaluated 
when resolving this particular issue. Either your 
process needs to be streamlined to better match 

your platform (and often off-the-shelf systems 
have a good enough process out of the box which 
will meet the need), or you’re flat out using the 
wrong platform, and need to seriously evaluate 
the system for replacement.

Neither of those options make senior 
management happy, and yet they often overlook 
the cost of additional development, errors, and 
internal efficiencies incurred by trying to make 
processes work in systems not intended for that 
use.

Frequently, these costs are hidden because 
they’re distributed across departmental cost 
centers, and may even be a point of contention 
in payroll accounting. For example, development 
teams may be taking heat for their labor costs 
because they’re solving problems being caused by 
poor processes on a Project Management team. 
It’s critically important to have a holistic view 
of the entire business life cycle when measuring 
production costs and evaluating the effectiveness 
of both the process, and the platform which 
supports it. 

It Evolves With Technology

If an eSignature is accepted by a court of law, 
you’re wasting time and slowing down the 
process by requiring a faxed signed original. 
If your clients prefer to be updated by text, 
you’re hurting client communications by only 
supporting email. And, if you’re relying on print 
media to broadcast important information to 
your audience at large instead of social media, 
you’re missing a chance to directly engage your 
customers in a digital conversation. 

As technology evolves, your processes must 
evolve with them. This most often applies to 
internal and external communications, and 
the movement of data within the organization. 
When evaluating your processes for current 
best use of technology, start with how you 
communicate with your clients. Are there places 
where digital communication can replace analog 
communication? Is your approach to digital 
communications out of pace with current best 
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practices and customer expectations?

Then, examine how data moves around 
inside your company. Does it move seamlessly 
from system to system, or are there multiple 
human communications steps in between, like 
forwarding via email, or employees copying 
data from one system and pasting into another? 
Is there a reliance on paper records? Are your 
employees constantly on the phone with other 
departments trying to resolve an issue?

All of these are signs that you haven’t 
appropriately incorporated current technology 
into your processes, and they’re costing your 
company money.

How do you implement  
Self-Healing Processes?
So, you understand why bad processes hurt 
your company, and you recognize the need to 
implement self-healing processes. Where do 
you start? Just the idea of taking on a process 
engineering initiative can be overwhelming when 
you start to consider everything involved. 

The good news is, self-healing processes are both 
by definition processes which don’t require you to 
do everything, and don’t have to be accomplished 
all at once. Unlike a major process overhaul, self-
healing processes are a continuous series of small 
changes, made by the people who matter most in 
the process, which lead up to big improvements 

over time. As a leader in the organization, 
your biggest job in implementing these process 
changes is driving a change in mindset that puts 
the responsibility of improvement power in the 
hands of those most capable of actually delivering 
improvement. 

There are five key steps to implementing self-
healing processes:

Form a Process Engineering Team

In any business lifecycle, there are a number of 
teams and disciplines involved in delivering the 
resulting end product. To achieve a holistic view 
of the processes involved in that lifecycle, you 
need to have representatives from each of the 
teams involved in the process to make sure that 
process changes don’t have a broader scope than 
expected. These should be small groups of less 
than ten people, so in larger organizations, there 
will be a need for multiple teams, most likely 
grouped by business division. 

The purpose of these teams is two-fold:

1. To communicate targeted processes for  
 improvement to confirm that the affected  
 scope of the process is well understood.

2. To internally reinforce a commitment to  
 continuous improvement, and to carry that  
 message back to their respective teams.

Additionally, for broader scope processes which 
affect all of the teams represented, they will act as 
the principal process engineers to find solutions 
and improvements which benefit all.  

Document Existing Processes

This is perhaps one of the most painful parts of 
process engineering, depending on how good a 
job you’ve done with documentation so far, but 
it’s important to weigh that against the cost of 
not having the documentation. There are a few 
key goals in process documentation to make the 
exercise effective.

Evaluate the most mission critical and complex 
processes, and prioritize those first. Process 
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documentation can occur over any length of time 
depending on the available resources and your 
team’s current capacity, so making sure you put 
the most critical processes at the front of the list 
means that you start getting meaningful results 
quickly in the process. This helps prevent change 
fatigue, and inspires enthusiasm in your team for 
the process initiative.

If process documentation isn’t authoritative, 
it’s worthless. The resulting process documents 
need to be created in a proper knowledge 
repository which includes both authorship and 
version control. It needs to allow for resource 
interlinking, categorization of content, and the 
ability to include media with documents. Good 
examples of this are platforms like Confluence, 
ZenDesk, and Sharepoint.

Process documentation is both tedious and time 
consuming, so short circuit the most common 
cause of failure by managing expectations around 
this content creation. Work with your team to 
create a list of important processes which need 
documentation, assign your highest priority 
processes for documentation first, and set a 
reasonable expectation for completion. If you 
find that your team is struggling with the initial 
timeline, adjust as needed. 

For most teams, a pace of one process document 
per person per week is very achievable unless 
your team is operating far beyond capacity. In 
any team, you’re going to have members who 
excel at process analysis, and who may exceed 
expectations in helping get documentation 
created. When those standouts appear, reward 
them with a greater role in your process 
engineering team, and task them with additional 
documentation. Those standouts will become 
your process SME’s for your teams, and will likely 
be key drivers for change in your organization.

Establish Measurement Systems And Key 
Metrics

If you don’t have clear metrics to measure your 
process improvement, the project will die on 

the vine, as it will be impossible to show an ROI 
for the effort expended. It’s up to the senior 
management in each organization to outline 
which key performance indicators (KPIs) are the 
most important in their business when it comes 
to measuring process improvement.

Which KPIs specifically matter most to your 
business will be variable based on what kind of 
company you are. Some common mission critical 
KPIs include:

• Time to delivery

• Support request age

• Net margin

• Employee satisfaction

• COGS (cost of goods sold)

Don’t forget about the human aspect. Some of 
the benefits of process improvements aren’t 
readily obvious in spreadsheets. Engage with 
your workforce both personally, and by using 
anonymous feedback tools like employee 
satisfaction surveys. Evaluate the feedback 
received in the context of process improvement 
opportunities. 

Evaluate Existing Processes

Now that you’ve laid the groundwork for 
continuous process improvement, put it into 
action. Introduce the team to the concept of a 
self-healing process, and outline a mechanism by 
which process improvement can occur within the 
organization depending on the scope outlined in 
previous steps. Incorporate process improvement 
check-ins to regularly recurring team meetings, 
and task the team lead and process SMEs to bring 
larger process improvements to the table at 
monthly or quarterly process engineering team 
meetings depending on the size of the change, 
and the size of the organization.

As process changes occur, hold your team 
members and process SMEs accountable for 
creating and/or updating process documentation 
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as necessary. Additionally, provide regular access 
to the reporting dashboards used to measure the 
KPIs you’ve identified as mission critical to the 
members of the process engineering team, so 
they can see for themselves both the positive and 
negative results which their proposed changes 
have achieved. Process improvement needs to be 
quantifiable not just to senior management, but 
to the people you’ve tasked with making those 
improvements. If they can’t measure it, it’s not 
going to be real to them either.

Create A Culture Which Empowers 
Process Principals To Make Changes

This is perhaps the single most critical 
step towards making substantive process 
improvements, but it’s also the one that 
companies struggle the most with, and the bigger 
the company, the bigger the struggle. Strict 
hierarchies in larger corporations tend to result 
in change authority being jealously hoarded by 
those in positions of power within the company. 
Additionally, many senior managers have little 
trust in their junior subordinates’ ability to 
understand the systems in place well enough to 
make a measurable improvement. 

Companies committed to implementing 
self-healing processes must also commit to 
empowering their employees to make changes 
to processes which fall within the scope of 
their duties. One does not come without the 
other. If you’ve done the work to document 
processes, facilitate communications among the 

process engineering team, and establish clear 
measurement systems with definable KPIs, 
you’ve already mitigated the risk of letting less 
experienced employees make process decisions. 
It’s time to trust your team, and benefit from the 
improvements they can make without any effort 
on your part. 

What’s more, it’s not enough to simply outline a 
program where employees CAN make changes 
for improvements. Senior management must 
craft an internal culture which supports the 
message that employees should make changes 
for improvement. Positive results from team 
driven process changes must be highlighted 
and celebrated. Negative results should be the 
basis for ongoing conversation, not denigration 
or discipline. Without a culture which actively 
encourages continuous contribution to process 
improvement from the very lowest levels on up, 
you will not achieve self-healing processes in 
your organization. 

At one of the healthcare companies I worked 
for, I remember being so excited when I started 
working there, because their technology was 
cutting edge, and their senior leadership team 
was comprised of big names in the industry. I 
felt like it was a privilege to be part of that team, 
and from my very first day, I worked to improve 
not just the quality of the product, but also the 
processes along the way by which that product 
was created. Given the context, I expected my 
enthusiasm to be shared, so it came as a shock 
when one of my teammates one day pulled me 
aside to issue me a warning: 

Don’t stick your neck out.

He went on to explain that people who tried 
to make even positive changes within the 
organization were often punished, because they’d 
rocked the boat. I thought he was paranoid and 
unmotivated at the time, but nine months later, 
when I submitted my resignation for that very 
reason, I realized how accurate his warning had 
been. Working for positive changes within the 
organization had led to my being marginalized 
and punished in ways both monetary and 
political. 
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That kind of environment is cancerous to 
any company, and completely disregards the 
essentially free labor you get when you empower 
your team to make the place they work better. 
Your team as a whole generally wants their job 
to be as efficient as possible, and to deliver the 
highest quality output possible. Humans thrive 
on accomplishment, so when you create a culture 
which acknowledges and rewards actionable 
contributions to company improvement, you’re 
crafting an environment where your team is 
genuinely happy and proud to have helped make 
their company better. Allowing ego and artificial 
hierarchies to strip that away is just bad for 
business. 

In Summation
Companies spend an inordinate amount of 
money every day on external consultants to 
help improve their bottom line, while ignoring 
the expertise they already have in-house by the 
people who produce the product the company 
sells. Not only does this leave money on the table, 
it throws it out the window. 

Implementing self-healing processes in your 
organization may involve putting what seems like 
an uncomfortable amount of authority to many 
managers in the hands of their subordinates, but 
it also harvests the energy that is already spent by 
those very people in complaining about the things 
wrong with their job. By truly empowering them 

to fix the things they see wrong, you not only 
benefit from what normally might be negative 
energy, you reduce the spread of bad morale 
among teams caused by the most vocal of your 
team members. 

In exchange for the trust you place in your team, 
you get back countless dollars in increased 
productivity, increased efficiency, decreased 
attrition and talent drain, and an increased net 
margin overall. Given that, self-healing processes 
aren’t simply an option for managers focused on 
the bottom line — they’re mission critical. 
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